Through the seventies and beyond

Early in 1974, Business Conditions, the predecessor of Economic Perspectives, published a chronology of the economic events of 1973. The Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago has published a similar listing each year since. In this issue we present an abridged account of the decade from 1973 to 1982. The next issue will contain the annual chronology for 1983, selected as usual by the Chicago Fed’s longtime business economist and vice president, George Cloos.

Technically, the 1970s began on January 1, 1971, and ended on December 31, 1980. But the historical notion we call the “seventies” probably began later. The political, military, and social upheavals of the “sixties” spilled over into the early years of the next decade, as a war ended and a president resigned. In 1973, a balance tipped and the big news began to come on the economic front—more so than in any decade since the thirties.

Short of war and catastrophic depression, no event in modern times so quickly and thoroughly rewrote the rules of trade, finance, and economy as the Arab oil embargo of 1973 and OPEC’s subsequent assumption of control over the price of the world’s energy. Some of the impact of these events can be followed in the chronology as the United States struggled with an economy hit hard by the end of cheap energy that had helped nurture the prosperous sixties.

On a less cosmic scale, the seventies saw a drawn-out dance of deregulation in the financial services industry. Sometimes leap-frogging each other, sometimes advancing in sidling crab-like fashion, the regulated—banks, S&Ls, and other financial institutions—and their federal and state regulators brought about the greatest set of changes in the industry in half a century. Those changes, keyed in color, can also be traced in the chronology.

If the seventies began with an embargo, and the sixties with a presidential assassination, and the forties with Pearl Harbor—all defensible cocktail party assertions—when did the eighties begin? We don’t know, or at least, we can’t agree on a particular event. Perhaps the decade is not yet sufficiently far along to focus our hindsight. Or perhaps the eighties began when nobody was noticing, like the fifties.

1973

Jan 1 European Economic Community is expanded to include Britain, Denmark, and Ireland.

Jan 11 The Dow industrial index closes at a record 1052.

Jan 12 Phase III liberalizes wage and price controls.

Jan 29 Peace in Vietnam announced.
— Officials see prospects for reduced inflation as “exceedingly favorable.”

Feb 5 Purchasing Managers Association reports shortages of many materials and components.

Feb 12 The dollar is devalued by 10% relative to other major currencies.

Mar 2 Foreign exchange markets closed because of massive sales of dollars.

Mar 19 European exchange markets reopen with EC currencies in “joint float.”
— Atomic Energy Commission says nuclear power is needed to avoid dependence on Middle East oil.

Mar 26 The Joint Economic Committee recommends return to stricter wage/price controls.

Mar 29 Ceilings established on prices of beef, pork, and lamb.

Apr 5 Mississippi floods worst in 30 years.

May 1 Treasury revises prospective deficit downward because of higher receipts.
— U.S. oil import quotas ended.

May 16 Fed’s Regulation Q ceilings suspended for all large CDs.

May 17 “Watergate Committee” begins hearings.
Jun 4 July soybean futures hit $12 per bushel, up from $3.50 a year earlier.

Jun 13 Sixty-day price freeze announced, called “Phase 3½.”

Jun 28 Export restrictions placed on soybeans, oilseeds.

Jun 29 German mark is revalued by 5.5%.

Jul 5 Interest rate ceilings raised for savings and small-denomination time deposits, and suspended for four-year, $1,000 minimum accounts.

Jul 13 Federal Reserve “swap lines” with foreign central banks reactivated and expanded.

Aug 12 General price freeze ends and Phase IV begins.

Aug 17 Chicago branches of foreign banks authorized by the Illinois Foreign Banking Office Act (effective Oct 1).

Sep 10 Thirteen-week Treasury bills sold at 9.02%, for an investment yield of 9.35%.

Oct 2 Mandatory allocations ordered on oil products.

Oct 6 Egypt and Syria attack Israel.

Oct 15 New law requires interest ceilings on time deposits of less than $100,000.

Oct 16 Posted price of Arab crude oil raised 70%.

Oct 17 Arab nations announce reductions in oil shipments.

Oct 22 Cease fire arranged in Arab-Israeli war.

Oct 25 Fertilizer industry exempted from price controls.

Oct 26 International trade surplus for the third quarter was the largest since 1965.

Nov 1 Airlines reduce scheduled flights.

Nov 7 President outlines steps for fuel conservation.

Nov 16 Alaskan pipeline bill signed.

Dec 5 The Dow industrials close at 788, low for the year. (See Jan 11.)

Dec 10 Rates on U.S. savings bonds raised from 5.5 to 6.0%.

Dec 12 Federal Energy Office announces regulations for oil usage.

Dec 24 Arab nations announce an additional 100% increase in posted prices for crude oil.

Dec 29 Large layoffs planned by auto firms, airlines.

1974

Jan 2 Nixon signs bill to reduce speed limit to 55 mph.

Jan 3 Federal Reserve Board reduces margin requirements on stock purchases from 65 to 50%.

Jan 18 The Federal Energy Office says that the Arab oil embargo is fully effective.

Jan 31 Independent truckers begin 11-day strike to protest high fuel prices and reduced speed limit.

Feb 28 Nixon says “no gas rationing” despite lines at gas stations.

Mar 13 The Dow industrials close at 892, the high for the year. (See Dec 6.)

Mar 18 Arab oil embargo is lifted.

Apr 4 Shortages ranging from “abrasives to zinc” are reported.

Apr 12 The United Steel Workers agree to a pattern-setting three-year pact providing for a 40% increase in wages and benefits.

Apr 15 Thrift institutions report savings losses as “disintermediation” returns.

Apr 30 The Economic Stabilization Act expires, ending general price and wage control authority; the Committee on Interest and Dividends expires.

Jun 4 Various electric utilities are reported to be deferring expansion projects.

Jun 26 Germany’s Bankhaus Herstatt collapses with worldwide repercussions.

Jul 3 Major banks raise their prime rates to a record 12%.
Jul 12 Usury ceiling on Illinois home mortgages is raised from 8 to 9.5% until Jul 1, 1975.

— Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 becomes law. (See Dec 11, 1974.)

Jul 16 The Labor Department reports more strikes than at any time since World War II.

Jul 24 Citicorp sells $850 million of innovative variable rate notes.

Aug 9 Gerald Ford becomes President as Nixon resigns.

Aug 12 The Department of Agriculture says drought will hurt the crops.

Aug 26 The Treasury sells 3-month bills at a record 9.91% yield. (See Dec 20.)

Aug 28 The Bell System sells 40-year bonds at a record 10%.

Sep 4 The Federal Reserve Board eliminates marginal reserve requirements on longer-term CDs.

Sep 9 Purchasing managers report no rise in new orders in Aug, first time since Jan 1971.

Sep 10 FNMA auction of commitments produces a record 10.6% yield.

Sep 18 Natural gas suppliers announce sharp cutbacks to industrial users.

Sep 19 Builders report funds for residential and commercial construction all but dried up.

Sep 23 A very early frost hits crops in the northern Cornbelt.

Oct 6 President Ford obtains cancellation of large grain sales to USSR.

Oct 7 Voluntary export controls are placed on grains and soybeans.

Oct 8 The Comptroller of the Currency declares the Franklin National Bank insolvent.

— President Ford’s program to fight inflation includes a 5% tax surcharge.

Nov 5 Elections give Democrats large majorities in Congress.

Nov 12 The coal strike begins. (See Dec 9.)

Nov 13 Federal Reserve Board approves a restructuring of reserve requirements to encourage longer-term time deposits.

Nov 20 Auto makers announce layoffs and capital outlay reductions as sales slump.

Nov 27 FDIC insurance coverage is raised from $20,000 to $40,000.

Dec 6 The Dow industrials close at 578, lowest since Oct 1962. (See Mar 13.)

— The Federal Reserve Board authorizes banks to issue six-year investment certificates yielding up to 7.5%.

Dec 9 The Comptroller of the Currency says 150 banks are under scrutiny.

Dec 9 Coal production resumes at some mines. (See Nov 12.)

Dec 11 Congress exercises its new power over Presidential impoundment of funds by rejecting most proposed spending cuts.

Dec 19 Oil companies are reported to be canceling plans to expand refining capacity.

Dec 20 The Treasury sells 3-month bills to yield 6.96%. (See Aug 26.)

— Congress approves the Trade Reform Act permitting new international trade negotiations.

Dec 31 American citizens can buy gold, first time in 40 years.

1975

Jan 2 The Dow industrials close at 632, low for the year. (See Jul 15.)

Jan 7 Chrysler offers rebates to new car buyers—other makers follow.

Jan 8 New claims for unemployment compensation reach record level.

Jan 17 Major countries propose a fund to aid participating countries in financial difficulties caused by high oil prices.


Jan 24 Prime rate is reduced to 9.5%.

Jan 30 Fidelity Mortgage Investors files under Chapter 11, second sizable REIT to do so.

Feb 3 Administration budget shows fiscal 1975 deficit at $35 billion and fiscal 1976 deficit at $52 billion. (See May 30.)

Feb 5 Federal Reserve Board reduces discount rate to 6.75%.

Feb 14 Multilateral Trade Negotiations to reduce barriers to international trade begin.

Mar 7 Federal Reserve Board submits draft legislation to establish federal chartering and control of foreign banks operating in United States.

Mar 10 Federal Reserve Board reduces discount rate to 6.25%.
Mar 29 Bill is approved to cut individual and corporate income taxes by $22.8 billion.

Apr 7 Federal Reserve Board authorizes member banks to permit phoned withdrawals or transfers from savings accounts.

Apr 9 Federal Reserve Board announces a reduction from 8 to 4% in the reserve requirement on foreign borrowings.

Apr 20 Saigon surrenders to Viet Cong, ending 30-year war.

May 1 Trading under SEC-ordered negotiated broker fees begins on NYSE.

— Federal Reserve Board reports money-growth targets for the coming 12 months to the Senate for the first time.

May 5 Ford requests additional $1 billion for the rapidly expanding food stamp program.

May 14 Congress adopts first concurrent resolution specifying budget targets under the Congressional Budget Act of 1974.

May 16 Federal Reserve reduces discount rate to 6%.

May 30 Midyear budget review projects fiscal 1975 deficit at $43 billion and fiscal 1976 deficit at $60 billion. (See Feb 3.)

Jun 4 Ford signs Securities Reform Act expanding powers of the SEC.

Jun 5 Suez Canal is opened to traffic for the first time since the 1967 war.

Jun 6 U.S. unemployment rate hits 9.2% in May, highest since 1941, but employment rose substantially.

— Usury rate of 9.5% on Illinois home mortgages is extended to Jan 1, 1977.

Jun 9 A New York bank reduces prime rate to 6.75% —low for the year.

Jul 1 Social security payments are boosted 8% in cost-of-living adjustment.

Jul 15 The Dow industrials close at 882, high for the year. (See Jan 2.)

Jul 17 U.S. grain companies announce large sales to Russia.

Jul 18 “Dumping” charges are filed with the U.S. Treasury against foreign auto producers.

Aug 11 Moratorium is placed on further grain sales to Russia.

Sep 2 Federal Reserve Board permits preauthorized transfers from savings accounts for any bill payments.

Sep 5 The IMF announces agreement on steps to eliminate the role of gold in international finance.

Sep 12 New Illinois law permits NOW accounts (Negotiable Orders of Withdrawal) at state S&Ls effective Jan 1, 1976.

Oct 2 W.T. Grant Co. files bankruptcy proceedings under Chapter 11.

Oct 15 Federal Reserve Board announces reduction in reserve requirements on deposits with original maturities of four years or more.

Oct 22 American City National Bank (Milwaukee) is declared insolvent.

Oct 28 Equal credit opportunity regulations become effective.

Nov 10 The Federal Reserve Board permits member banks to offer business corporations savings accounts up to $150,000.

Dec 8 Federal Home Loan Bank Board permits S&Ls to offer variable rate mortgages on multifamily and commercial properties.

Dec 12 Second concurrent Congressional resolution on the budget targets a deficit of $74 billion for fiscal 1976.

Dec 15 Industrial Production Index rises in Nov for the seventh straight month.

Dec 23 Last minute compromise bill extends 1975 tax cuts for six months.

Dec 26 Federal Reserve Board lowers reserve requirements on time deposits with original maturities of 180 days to four years.
1976

Jan 1 Minimum wage raised from $2.10 to $2.30 per hour; maximum income for Social Security taxes raised from $14,100 to $15,300.
— State S&Ls in Illinois allowed to offer non-interest-bearing negotiable orders of withdrawal (NOW accounts).

Jan 2 Dow industrial stock average closes at 859—proves to be low for the year. (See Sep 21.)
— Futures trading in Treasury bills begins on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange.

Jan 19 Federal Reserve System reduces discount rate from 6.0 to 5.5%.

Jan 21 Major banks reduce prime rate to 6.75%, lowest in three years.

Jan 26 Council of Economic Advisers predicts 6% inflation for 1976, 6 to 6.5% rise in real GNP, unemployment to average 7.7%.

Feb 12 Court authorizes W. T. Grant to liquidate.

Mar 1 Federal Reserve Board amends Regulation Q to allow member banks in New England states to offer NOW accounts, implementing new federal law.

Mar 16 France withdraws franc from Economic Community (EC) “joint float,” following sharp drop in the British pound.

May 14 Federal Trade Commission issues revision of the holder-in-due-course doctrine relating to consumer credit.

May 20 New York State permits S&Ls and mutual savings banks to offer checking accounts.

May 26 New York Mercantile Exchange reports heavy defaults on potato futures contracts.

Jun 1 Prime rate raised to 7%, reversing downtrend.

Jun 2 International Monetary Fund auctions gold at $126 per ounce, first of a series.

Jun 7 Prime rate raised to 7.25%.

Jun 23 Marcor shareholders approve merger with Mobil Corp.

Jun 28 Federal Reserve Board issues major revision of its Index of Industrial Production.

Jun 29 General Electric agrees to labor pact to raise wages 33% over three years, assuming 6% annual rise in consumer prices.

Jul 1 Social Security payments raised 6.4%.

Jul 20 London gold price drops to $105.50 per ounce, 31-month low.

Jul 27 Treasury announces budget deficit was $65.6 billion for fiscal 1976.

Aug 2 Prime rate reduced to 7% as downtrend resumes.

Aug 9 New Illinois law sets usury rate on home mortgages at 2½% above yield on long-term federal bonds.

Sep 1 Mexican peso drops sharply after government withdraws support.

Sep 8 Chairman Mao Tse-tung of China dies at 82.

Sep 15 UAW strike begins at Ford Motor Co. (See Oct 14.)

Sep 16 Congress agrees on federal spending target of $413.1 billion for fiscal year beginning Oct 1, 1976.

Sep 21 Dow industrial average closes at 1015, highest since Jan 1973—proves to be high for the year. (See Jan 2.)

Oct 4 Prime rate reduced to 6.75%.
— Supreme Court upholds ruling that electronic terminals established by banks are branches; illegal in Illinois.

Oct 7 The Bank of England raises its minimum lending rate to a record 15%.

Oct 14 Milton Friedman awarded Nobel prize for economics.
— Ford Motor Co. begins to reopen plants after 30-day strike. Compensation per hour to rise 13% in first year. (See Sep 15.)

Oct 16 Currency values in EC joint float are realigned.

Nov 1 Prime rate reduced to 6.5%.

Nov 2 Carter elected President; Democrats retain large majorities in Congress.

Nov 5 Russia announces big grain crop.

Nov 10 Department of Agriculture estimates 1976 corn crop at record 6.06 billion bushels.

Nov 19 Federal Reserve reduces discount rate from 5.5 to 5.25%.

Nov 28 Australian dollar devalued.

Dec 1 Major steel companies raise prices of flat-rolled products by 6%.

Dec 2 New Aaa bond yields 7.9%, lowest in three years.

Dec 3 Employment rose in Nov, but jobless rate is estimated at 8.1%.

Dec 10 Large New York bank reduces its prime rate to 6%, lowest since Feb 1973.

Dec 16 Most OPEC nations announce a 10% rise in crude oil price effective Jan 1; Saudi Arabia announces a 5% increase.

Dec 17 Federal Reserve Board reduces reserve requirements on demand deposits of member banks.
   — 91-day Treasury bills yield 4.38%, lowest in four years.

Dec 20 Richard J. Daley dies at 74; mayor of Chicago for 21 years.

Dec 29 Federal Reserve Board issues rules against credit discrimination based on age, race, color, religion, or receipt of welfare—extension of rules on sex and marital status.

1977

Jan 3 Dow industrial stock average closes at 1,000, high for the year.

Jan 4 President Ford proposes tax cut, $10 billion for individuals and $2.5 billion for business.

Jan 10 Prolonged cold requires sharp emergency curtailments of natural gas to industrial users.

Jan 16 Chicago has its coldest day of the century (to date), low of minus 19 and high of minus 7.

Feb 2 Carter addresses nation on energy problems after signing emergency law to allocate natural gas.

Feb 9 Chicago ends record string of 43 subfreezing days.

Feb 14 Electronic banking system begins operation in Iowa, nation’s first statewide system.

Feb 22 Carter proposes fiscal 1977 budget changes raising deficit from $57 billion to $68 billion.
   — Federal Reserve Board rules that bank holding companies cannot acquire savings and loan associations.

Mar 23 Revised Regulation B to implement 1976 Amendments to Equal Credit Opportunity Act becomes effective.

Apr 4 Carter terminates natural gas emergency.

Apr 6 Federal Home Loan Bank Board lifts ban on S&Ls having savings accounts at banks.

Apr 11 United Steelworkers agree to pact raising compensation more than 30 percent in three years.

Apr 19 Act gives federal credit unions broader lending powers, including authority to make 30-year mortgage loans.

Apr 29 Carter unveils detailed proposed National Energy Plan.

May 7 Officials of major industrialized nations meet in London to discuss mutual problems—sluggish growth and high unemployment.

May 13 Major bank raises prime rate from 6.25 to 6.5%.

May 27 Major bank raises prime rate from 6.5 to 6.75%.

Jun 20 Oil starts flowing into the Alaskan pipeline, completed after four years at cost of $7.7 billion.

Jul 1 Social Security and welfare payments are increased 5.9%, based on escalation formula.

Jul 15 Commonwealth Edison reports record load of 13.9 million kilowatts as temperature hits 99 degrees in Chicago.

Aug 3 Strip mining law requiring restoration of excavations approved.

Aug 4 Act establishes Department of Energy.

Aug 19 Major steel companies announce layoffs and plant shutdowns.
   — Major bank increases prime rate from 6.75 to 7%.

Aug 29 Administration announces 20% set-aside of wheat acreage for 1978.
   — Sweden withdraws from the “snake” (international arrangement for maintaining currency values) because of its growing payments deficit.

Sep 13 Major bank raises prime rate from 7 to 7.25%.
Sep 14 Congress approves revised fiscal 1978 budget targets with spending at $458 billion and deficit at $61 billion.

Sep 26 Trading in 90-day commercial paper futures begins on the Chicago Board of Trade.

Sep 29 Food and Agricultural Act of 1977 approved, boosting commodity support prices.

Oct 1 General pay increases boosts pay of federal, civilian, and military personnel by 7.05%.

Oct 4 Prime rate raised from 7.25 to 7.5%.

Oct 13 Carter pledges federal action to curb "dumping" of foreign steel.

Oct 21 Major bank raises prime rate from 7.5 to 7.75%.

Oct 24 Department of Energy expects no natural gas shortage if winter is no more than 10% colder than normal.

Oct 26 Federal Reserve raises discount rate from 5.75 to 6%.


Oct 28 National Commission on Electronic Funds Transfer issues final report recommending implementation with user safeguards.

Nov 1 Law approved raising minimum wage from $2.30 to $2.65 on Jan. 1, 1978, and to $3.35 by 1981.

Nov 2 Dow industrial stock average closes at 801, low for the year.

Nov 11 Government reports record corn and soybean crops.

Nov 16 Single-family home starts reported at 1.6 million rate for Oct, highest on record.

Nov 19 Egyptian president Sadat becomes first head of an Arab state to visit Israel.
   — Major auto producers announce reduction in output schedules as sales lag.

Nov 29 East and Gulf Coast dockworkers end two-month strike against container ships.

Dec 6 Soft coal strike begins idling 130,000 miners, mainly in Eastern underground mines.

Dec 15 Most iron ore miners end strike that began Aug 1.

Dec 19 Milwaukee Road files for bankruptcy under Section 77.


Dec 21 Consumer Price Index reported up 0.5% in Nov, 6.7% above year ago.
   — OPEC semiannual meeting adjourns without changing oil price.

Dec 29 U.S. dollar hits historic low relative to mark, yen, and other major foreign currencies.

Dec 31 U.S. ends year with trade deficit estimated at $25 billion, a record (to that time).

1978

Jan 1 Minimum wage rises from $2.30 to $2.65.
   — Pay base for Social Security rises from $16,500 to $17,700, and tax rate rises from 5.85 to 6.05%.

Jan 4 Treasury and Federal Reserve intervene in foreign exchange markets to moderate fluctuations in the dollar.

Jan 6 Prime rate rises from 7.75 to 8%.

Jan 23 President Carter proposes $34 billion tax cut.

Jan 27 Blizzard hampers industry and trade in Midwest.

Feb 6 Major blizzard hits Midwest and East.

Feb 20 Indiana orders cutback in electricity usage to conserve coal supplies depleted by strike in eastern mines.

Feb 27 ICC orders railroads to allocate freight cars to speed grain shipments.

Feb 28 Dow stock average closes at 742, low for the year.

Mar 13 Treasury and Federal Reserve announce commitment of additional resources to stabilize the dollar.

Mar 27 Coal strike ends after 111 days with three-year pact boosting compensation 39%.

Apr 1 Majority of member nations ratify changes in the articles of agreement of the IMF.

Apr 11 President urges 5.5% ceiling for price and wage hikes.
   — Volkswagen produces its first U.S.-built car at New Stanton, Pennsylvania.

Apr 14 Federal Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB) reduces liquidity requirement for S&Ls from 7 to 6.5%.

Apr 18 Senate approves treaty transferring Panama Canal to Panama by year 2000.

Apr 20 Treasury announces additional sale of gold to stabilize the dollar.
May 1 Federal Reserve Board approves plan to allow automatic transfers from savings to checking accounts (ATS), starting Nov 1.

May 5 Prime rate rises to 8.25%.

May 7 Saudi Arabia and Iran overrule other OPEC nations that want to boost oil prices.

May 25 Prime rate rises to 8.5%.

Jun 1 Change in Regulation Q permits banks and S&Ls to tie rates paid on CDs to Treasury Bill rates.

Jun 7 California voters overwhelmingly approve Proposition 13, sharply limiting property taxes.

Jun 16 Prime rate rises to 8.75%.

Jun 30 Prime rate rises to 9%.

Jul 7 Federal Reserve Board sends Congress proposed changes in rules for membership in the System.

Jul 16 Economic summit meeting convenes in Bonn to discuss measures for dealing with world economic problems.

Aug 24 Treasury announces increased gold sales.

Aug 28 Federal Reserve Board eliminates reserve requirements on foreign borrowings.

Aug 30 Prime rate rises to 9.25%.

Sep 7 House upholds President’s veto of $37 billion arms bill.

Sep 8 Dow industrial average closes at 908, high for year. (Identical peak is reached again on Sep 11.)

Sep 15 Prime rate rises to 9.5%.

Sep 17 International Banking Act provides for federal regulation and supervision of foreign banks in the United States.

The unemployment rate began 1973 below 5%. Ten years and three recessions later, it was near 11%.

Oct 1 General pay increase boosts pay of federal workers by 5.5% in addition to usual “step” increases.

Oct 4 Council on Wage and Price Stability (CWPS) says underlying inflation rate is 7% against 6% in 1977.

Oct 12 Prime rate rises to 10%.

Oct 23 Prime rate rises to 10.25%.

Oct 24 President announces voluntary guidelines for wage and price boosts.


Oct 30 Treasury sells notes yielding a record 9.25%.

Nov 1 Commercial banks begin offering ATS accounts.

Nov 2 Under Treasury tax and loan investment program banks pay interest on Treasury note balances and receive fees for services.

Nov 3 Prime rate rises to 10.75%.

Nov 5 Iranian prime minister resigns as riots and strikes disrupt economy and reduce oil output.

Nov 6 Community Reinvestment Act regulations become effective, requiring financial institutions to meet neighborhood credit needs.

Nov 7 Elections somewhat reduce large Democratic majorities in Congress.

Nov 9 Department of Agriculture reports record corn and soybean harvests.

Nov 10 Financial Institutions Regulatory Act increases supervisory power over financial institutions.

Nov 13 Prime rate rises to 11%.

Sep 20 Energy Department officials report adequate natural gas supplies for winter.

— Congress adopts Second Budget Resolution setting fiscal 1979 outlays at $467.5 billion and deficit at $38.8 billion.

Sep 28 Prime rate rises to 9.75%.
Nov 17 Federal Reserve Board issues tentative schedule for pricing check collection, clearing, and settlement services.

Nov 24 Prime rate rises to 11.5%.

Dec 1 Shell announces plan to ration gasoline to dealers.

Dec. 11 Supreme Court affirms Federal Reserve Board's power to set capital requirements for bank subsidiaries of bank holding companies.

Dec 12 FHLBB reduces liquidity requirement for S&Ls from 6.5 to 6%.

Dec 15 President announces formal recognition of China, effective Jan 1, 1979.

Dec 16 Cleveland defaults on bank loans.

Dec 17 OPEC announces three-stage 14.5% boost in crude oil prices for 1979.

Dec 20 Prime rate rises to 11.75%.

Dec 22 Consumer price index for Nov reported 9% above year-earlier level.

Dec 27 FNMA auctions commitments to buy government-backed mortgages at record 10.6%.

Dec 31 Heavy snows hit Midwest, followed by severe cold.

— Year ends with widespread forecasts of a recession, but with employment, output, and retail trade still vigorous.

1979

Jan 1 Minimum wage rises from $2.65 to $2.90.

— Social Security tax rate rises from 6.05 to 6.13% and taxable income rises from $17,700 to $22,900.

— Mandatory private retirement age rises to 70.

Jan 3 Secretary Schlesinger urges energy conservation because of the cutoff of oil from Iran.

Jan 15 Chicago temperature falls to a record low of minus 19 degrees; heavy snows in Midwest snarl transportation.

Jan 16 The Shah leaves Iran.

Jan 24 Department of Energy (DOE) urges states to encourage natural gas hookups to save oil.

Jan 31 Religious leader Khomeini returns to Iran.

Feb 5 Farmers in Washington, protest low farm prices.

— Gold jumps to a record $246.50.


Feb 18 China invades Vietnam border area.

Feb 22 DOE predicts serious gasoline shortage.

Feb 26 Airlines reduce flights because of fuel shortages.

Feb 28 Major oil companies curtail fuel allocations.

Mar 13 Nuclear Regulatory Commission orders five large East Coast nuclear power plants closed.

— European Monetary System goes into effect.

Mar 21 Rail transport of fresh foods deregulated.

Mar 22 Iran cancels $700 million in contracts with U.S.

Mar 26 Egypt and Israel sign peace treaty in Washington.

Mar 27 OPEC votes 9% rise in base price for crude oil.

Mar 28 Accident closes nuclear plant at Three Mile Island.

Apr 5 Carter proposes phase out of oil price controls, along with a “windfall” profits tax.

Apr 20 Federal court declares bank ATS accounts illegal and sets Jan 1, 1980, deadline for Congressional action.

Apr 30 Israeli ship passes through Suez Canal, first since Israel was founded in 1948.

May 4 Margaret Thatcher becomes Britain’s Prime Minister.

— Long lines develop at California gas stations.

May 23 Crude oil sells in spot market abroad at over $30.

May 24 Strike ends at United Airlines after 55 days.

— Diesel fuel shortages slow truck traffic.

May 25 DC-10 crashes after takeoff at O’Hare—274 die in worst air disaster in U.S. history.

Jun 1 Long lines reported at gas stations on the East Coast.

Jun 4 Independent truck drivers halt traffic, protesting price and availability of diesel fuel.

Jun 15 United States and Russia sign SALT pact in Vienna.


Jun 27 OPEC raises basic oil price to $18, plus surcharges.
Jul 1 Social Security and welfare payments rise 9.9%.
— Passbook savings rate ceiling raised to 5.5% at thrifts and 5.25% at banks, four-year floating rate certificate authorized, and other regulations are eased.

Jul 2 Circulation of Susan B. Anthony dollar coins begins.

Jul 16 Thermostats in nonresidential buildings ordered set at 78 in summer, 65 in winter.

Jul 17 Treasury auctions gold at a record $296.

Jul 19 G. William Miller, Federal Reserve Board Chairman, named to replace Blumenthal as Secretary of the Treasury.
— Federal Reserve announces increase in discount rate from 9.5 to 10%.

Jul 25 Paul Volcker named to succeed Miller as Chairman of Federal Reserve Board.

Jul 26 Legislation implements Multilateral Trade Negotiations.

Aug 1 Chrysler reports large operating losses and asks federal financial aid.
— RPs of less than $100,000, maturing in 90 days or more, made subject to Regulation Q interest rate ceilings.

Aug 16 Federal Reserve announces increase in discount rate to a record 10.5%.

Aug 17 Price controls end for "heavy" crude oil.

Sep 12 Major bank raises prime rate to 13%.

Sep 14 General Motors agrees to boost compensation 34% over three years, assuming 8% annual inflation.

Sep 18 Gold rises to $382 and silver rises to $16.
— Federal Reserve announces increase in discount rate to 11%.

Sep 25 HUD raises ceiling on government-backed residential mortgages to 10.5%.

Sep 27 Auto manufacturers again reduce assembly schedules to cut inventories.

Oct 1 Federal workers receive general pay boost of 7%, in addition to annual step increases.
— Panama's sovereignty extended over the Canal.
— Gold jumps to $416, double year-earlier price.

Oct 5 Dow industrial stock index closes at 898, high for the year. (Low of 797 reached on Nov 7.)

Oct 6 Federal Reserve takes strong actions to slow inflation: discount rate rises to 12%, marginal reserve requirements are established on increases in "managed liabilities," and monetary policy emphasis is shifted to control of member bank reserves.

Oct 15 Libya raises oil price to $26.27, exceeding OPEC’s $23.50 ceiling.

Oct 22 Treasury 90-day bills hit record 12.93%.

Oct 23 Major banks raise prime rate to 15%.
— Britain terminates long-standing exchange controls.

Nov 1 Britain's Conservative government announces sharp cuts in welfare outlays.


Nov 5 Iranian Premier Bazargan resigns.

Nov 7 Prime rate rises to 15.5%.

Nov 8 Big Three auto makers announce further layoffs.
— Illinois law suspends mortgage usury rate.

Nov 12 Carter bans oil imports from Iran; Iran halts shipments to U.S.

Nov 14 U.S. freezes Iranian financial assets.

Nov 16 Prime rate rises to 15.75%.

Nov 19 Lane Kirkland is elected president of the AFL/CIO, succeeding George Meany.

Nov 26 FNMA auctions conventional mortgage funds at a record 13.35%.
— Major bank cuts prime rate to 15.5%.

Dec 5 IMF auctions gold at $426.

Dec 9 Brazil devalues cruzeiro by 30 percent.
Dec 13  Venezuela and Saudi Arabia raise basic oil price from $18 to $24. (Spot price is $40.)

Dec 14  Financial authorities authorize banks and S&Ls to issue 2½-year certificates with rates tied to yields on Treasury bonds, and no minimum balance, effective Jan 1.

— Major bank cuts prime rate to 15%.

Dec 20  Congress passes bill providing for a $1.5 billion loan guarantee for Chrysler, conditional on other steps.

— OPEC nations adjourn meeting at Caracas without agreement on a price for crude oil.

Dec 26  Gold closes in New York at $506, first time over $500.

Dec 28  Legislation temporarily overrides court decision banning ATS accounts at banks, and suspends state mortgage usury ceilings, etc.

Dec 30  Soviet troops invade Afghanistan.

Dec 31  Silver hits $35, up from $6 a year earlier.

1980

Jan 1  Minimum wage rises from $2.90 to $3.10.

— Social Security wage base rises from $22,900 to $25,900. Tax rate stays at 6.13%.

— Regulatory authorities replace four-year floating rate CD (established Jul 1, 1979) with 2½-year “small saver” CD.

— Treasury Department starts issuing double-E bonds yielding 7% over 11 years.

Jan 4  President Carter denounces Russian invasion of Afghanistan. He embargoes shipments of agricultural products to Russia.

Jan 23  State of Union message calls for draft registration and 5% boost in real defense spending.

Jan 28  Saudi Arabia raises its basic oil price to $26.

Feb 1  Trade agreement between the U.S. and the Peoples Republic of China goes into effect.

Feb 6  IMF auctions 444,000 ounces of gold at $712 per ounce, up from record $563 on Jan 2.

Feb 15  Algeria boosts oil price $3.00 per barrel to $37.21.

— Federal Reserve raises discount rate from 12% to a record 13%.

Feb 19  Federal Reserve announces money and credit growth targets for 1980: M-1A, 3½-6%; M-1B, 4-6½%; M-2, 6-9%; M-3, 6½-9½%; total bank credit, 6-9%.

Feb 27  One-year Treasury bills sell at 15.3% bond-equivalent yield, highest ever for any U.S. security.

Feb 28  Nuclear Regulatory Commission lifts moratorium on new nuclear plants imposed after Three Mile Island accident.

Mar 1  Regulatory authorities impose temporary ceilings on “small saver” CDs, 11¾% for banks, 12% for thrifts.

Mar 12  Chicago bank raises its mortgage rate to 16.25%.

Mar 13  President Carter endorses 7.5-9.5% wage rise guidelines for 1980, up from 7% in 1979.

Mar 14  President Carter announces new anti-inflation program, and activates Credit Control Act of 1969.

— Federal Reserve Board announces 15% “special deposit” on growth of money market funds and some types of consumer credit, a voluntary “Special Credit Restraint Program” to restrict business credit, an increase in marginal reserves on managed liabilities from 8 to 10%, and a 3-point “surcharge” on frequent borrowings from Federal Reserve by large banks. Banks are urged to limit loan growth to 6 to 9%.

Mar 21  Administration suspends “trigger price mechanism” intended to curb steel imports. (Mechanism is reinstated Oct 21.)

Mar 24  Bond-equivalent yield on three-month Treasury bills jumps sharply to 17.5%.

Mar 25  Large Chicago S&L increases mortgage rate to 17%.

Mar 27  Spot price of silver drops $5 to $10.80 per ounce. (Peak of $50 was reached in Jan.)

Mar 29  FmHA’s Economic Emergency Loan Program to aid financially distressed farmers is extended and expanded.

Mar 31  Depository Institutions Deregulation and Monetary Control Act (Monetary Control Act) is approved. Among its many provisions: all depository institutions, member and nonmember, will be phased in to the same new reserve requirements over a period of years; Federal Reserve member banks can no longer avoid reserve requirements by withdrawing from the system; all institutions will have full access to the Federal Reserve’s discount window and services; Federal Reserve will establish a pricing schedule for its services; all institutions will be able to offer NOW accounts beginning Dec 31, 1980; interest rate ceilings on savings and time deposits will be phased out in six years; thrift institutions will have expanded asset powers; state
usury ceilings for mortgages and certain other loans are overridden; FDIC/FSLIC insurance limits are boosted from $40,000 to $100,000.

Apr 2 Major bank boosts prime rate to 20%.
— Act imposing “windfall profits” (excise) tax on domestic crude oil output is approved. Tax is retroactive to Mar 1.

Apr 7 U.S. breaks diplomatic relations with Iran, and cuts off all trade.

Apr 16 Major bank cuts its prime rate from 20 to 19.75%.

Apr 17 China replaces Taiwan as a member of the International Monetary Fund.

Apr 21 Dow Jones industrial average closes at 759, low for the year. (See Nov 20.)

Apr 25 President Carter announces failure of airborne attempt to rescue U.S. hostages held in Iran.

Apr 28 Secretary of State Vance is succeeded by Senator Muskie.

May 14 Saudi Arabia raises its basic oil price from $26 to $28.

May 17 Unemployment compensation claims reach a new high. 

May 18 Mt. St. Helens erupts violently causing extensive damage.
— National Guard moves to control rioting in Miami.

May 22 National Association of Purchasing Agents survey shows business “dropped like a rock” in Apr and May.
— Federal Reserve eases credit restraint program.

May 29 Federal Reserve reduces discount rate from 13 to 12%.

May 30 Aluminum workers win 42% boost over three years, assuming 11% inflation rate.

Jun 13 Federal Reserve reduces discount rate from 12 to 11%.
— Many banks reduce prime rate to 12%.

Jun 24 Chrysler obtains $500 million loan after government board approves federal guarantee.

Jun 30 Synfuel act creates Synthetic Fuel Corporation.

Jul 1 Checks to 35.2 million Social Security recipients rise 14.3% based on Cost of Living Adjustment (COLA) formula.
— Motor Carrier Reform Act partially deregulates trucking.
— Department of Labor reports white-collar salaries rose 9.1% on average in 12 months ending in Mar.

Jul 3 Federal Reserve Board announces complete phaseout of credit restraint program.
— Federal Home Loan Bank Board authorizes S&Ls to issue credit cards and offer unsecured loans.

Jul 7 Indefinite layoffs at Big Four auto makers hit a record 246,000.

Jul 21 Major bank cuts prime rate from 11.5 to 11%.

Jul 27 The Shah of Iran dies in Cairo.

Aug 11 AT&T three-year labor contract gives 34.5% pay boost over three years, assuming 9.5% rise in CPI.

Aug 17 Polish factory workers strike demanding pay hike, shorter week, more food, free speech, and free church.

Aug 21 Import duty on small trucks rises from 4 to 25%.

Aug 22 Major banks boost prime rate to 11.25%, first of a series of increases.

Aug 28 Federal Reserve publishes proposed pricing schedule and pricing principles for its services.

Sep 1 Revised Regulation A, as required by Monetary Control Act, gives all depository institutions access to the discount window.

Sep 12 Military coup seizes power in Turkey.

Sep 17 Saudi Arabia boosts its oil price $2 to $30 per bbl.

Sep 22 Iran-Iraq war begins over disputed border waterway.
Sep 26 Federal Reserve raises discount rate from 10 to 11%. Major banks boost prime rate to 13%.

Sep 29 Bond-equivalent yield on three-month Treasury bills jumps a full point to 12%.

Oct 1 Federal employees receive a 9.1% general pay boost, in addition to annual step increases.

Oct 2 Major bank leads bank in prime rate to 14%.

Oct 9 Regulatory authorities set 5 ¼% ceiling on NOW accounts, effective Dec 31.

Oct 14 Staggers Rail Act provides for gradual deregulation.

— Lawrence Klein wins Nobel prize in economics.

Oct 20 Agriculture Department announces that drought cut major crops—peanuts, 37%; soybeans, 23%; corn, 17%.

Oct 22 Agriculture Department announces four-year agreement committing China to substantial purchases of wheat and corn.

Nov 4 Spot oil prices on world market increase to $37-40 range, $6-9 over official prices.

— Reagan wins the Presidency. GOP wins control of the Senate, and makes gains in the House.

Nov 6 Major banks raise prime rate from 14.5 to 15.5%.

Nov 10 International Trade Commission turns down request by Ford and UAW for quotas on imports of cars and light trucks.

Nov 13 First phase of reserve requirement provisions of Monetary Control Act becomes effective.

Nov 17 Federal Reserve raises discount rate from 11 to 12%, with 2 points added for $500 million institutions that borrow frequently.

Nov 20 The Dow Jones index closes at 1000, high for the year. (See Apr 21.)

Nov 24 New York legislature eliminates usury ceilings on most loans.

Dec 5 Federal Reserve raises discount rate to 13%, equaling high of last spring, and raises surcharge to 3%.

Dec 10 Auto makers extend holiday closings to cut inventories.

— Major banks raise prime rate from 19 to 20%.

Dec 15 Bond-equivalent yield on three-month Treasury bills hits 17.64%, passing 17.5% high on Mar 24, 1980.

— Saudi Arabia raises its basic oil price from $30 to $32. Maximum OPEC price will be $41.

Dec 19 Most major banks raise prime rate to record 21.5%.

Dec 21 Iran demands $24 billion ransom to release hostages.

Dec 22 Major banks reduce prime rate from 21 to 20.5%.

— Yields on Treasury bills drop sharply.

Dec 23 Labor Department announces that Nov Consumer Price Index was 12.7% above the level of a year earlier.

Dec 29 Libya raises its oil price from $37 to $41, OPEC maximum.

Dec 30 Agriculture Department calls Commodity Credit Corporation loans on all corn in reserve program.

Dec 31 Major S&L says high interest rates have virtually shut down Chicago area residential real estate markets.

1981

Jan 1 Minimum wage rises from $3.10 to $3.35. (It remains unchanged on Jan 1, 1982.)

— Social Security wage base rises from $25,900 to $29,700, and tax rate rises from 6.13% to 6.65%.

Jan 6 Bank prime lending rate reduced from 20.5 to 20%.

Jan 20 President Reagan inaugurated. He freezes federal hiring.

— Iran releases 52 U.S. hostages held 444 days.

Jan 27 Remaining price controls on domestic crude oil and allocation regulations on gasoline lifted.

Jan 29 President Reagan announces 60-day freeze on new regulations.

— Federal Reserve begins charging for wire transfers. Fees for other services are phased in over subsequent months.

Feb 2 Chrysler workers agree to forego increases in compensation.

Feb 10 Western coal miners accept 37% raise over three years.


Feb 27 Federal loan guarantee for Chrysler raised to $1.2 billion.

Mar 14 Ford's steel workers agree to cut incentive pay to prevent plant closing.

Mar 15 Two Chicago-area banks closed by examiners.
Mar 26  Treasury Secretary Regan elected chairman of Depository Institutions Deregulation Committee (DIDC). (Votker elected vice chairman Jun 25.)

Mar 30  President Reagan and three others wounded in assassination attempt.

Apr  9  Some exporters reduce posted prices for crude oil.

Apr 10  Ford rejects merger offer from Chrysler.

Apr 14  Space shuttle lands after three-day orbit.

Apr 23  Federal Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB) gives federal S&Ls broad discretion on variable rate mortgages (VRMs).

Apr 24  Prime rate rises from 17 to 17.5%.

Apr 27  Dow Jones industrial average closes at 1024, high for the year. (See Sep 25.)

May  1  Japan agrees to limit car exports to the United States during the period Apr 1981 to Mar 1983.

— Rate on EE bonds rises from 8 to 9%.

May  5  Federal Reserve raises discount rate from 13 to 14%, and surcharge on frequent, large borrowers from 3 to 4%.

May  7  Treasury 30-year bonds yield a record 14%.

May 10  Socialist Mitterand elected French president. (See Jun 21.)

May 13  Pope John Paul II is wounded in assassination attempt.

May 19  FSLIC finances merger of troubled Chicago S&L.

May 22  Prime rate rises to 20.5%. Investment rate at three-month Treasury bill auction rises to record 17.7%.

May 26  OPEC extends price freeze. (See Oct 29.)

Jun  3  Prime rate reduced from 20.5 to 20%.

Jun  6  Coal miners ratify 40-month contract raising compensation 38%, ending 72-day strike.

Jun  8  Israeli jets bomb nuclear reactors in Iraq.

Jun 21  French Socialists win a solid majority in assembly for five years. (See May 10.)

Jun 30  Plan to trade bank CD futures approved by Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC).

Jul  1  Social security checks increase by 11.2%.

Jul  2  Supreme Court upholds Montana's severance taxes on coal.

Jul  3  Law signed permitting multibank holding companies in Illinois beginning Jan 1, 1982.

Jul  6  DuPont offers to purchase Conoco, biggest merger ever.

— U.S. dollar hits new highs against European currencies.

Jul  7  Sandra O'Conor is first woman named to Supreme Court.

Jul  8  Prime rate rises from 20 to 20.5%.

— DIDC adopts schedule for elimination of interest rate ceilings. (See Jul 31.)

Jul 14  FHLBB allows federal S&Ls to issue graduated payment adjustable mortgage loans.

Jul 15  Midyear budget review projects deficits of $56 billion for fiscal 1981 and $43 billion for fiscal 1982. (See Oct 28.)


Jul 23  Chairman Pratt of FHLBB says S&L losses are at record pace.

Jul 31  Judge blocks DIDC's plan to lift ceiling on CDs with maturities of four years or more.

— Canadian dollar closes at 80.9 U.S. cents, lowest since 1931.

Aug  1  Below-market cap on 2½-year Small Saver Certificates removed.

Aug  3  Air controllers (PATCO) begin strike. (They are terminated Aug 5.)

Aug  4  Warsaw populace protests food shortages.

Aug  5  Ten-year Treasury notes yield a record 15%.

Aug 20 Federal Reserve makes discount window available to thrifts and all banks with severe liquidity problems.

Aug 24 Six-month Treasury bills auctioned at a record 17.5% investment yield.

Aug 25 Postal workers ratify three-year pact raising wages about 11% in first year.

Sep 1 Indiana Bell's AAA debentures yield record 17.1%.

— FNMA conventional commitment yields jump to record 18.7%.

Sep 8 FHLBB approves merger of two failing S&Ls in the East with a California S&L.

Sep 15 Prime rate declines from 20.5 to 20%.

Sep 16 Federal Reserve reports that industrial production declined in Aug, start of an extended downturn.

Sep 24 Ceiling rate on Federal credit union deposits rises to 12% effective Oct 1.

Sep 25 Illinois law removes usury ceilings on all loans to consumers.

— Dow Jones index closes at 824, low for the year. (See Apr 27.)

Sep 30 FHLBB permits S&Ls to amortize losses on sales of mortgages.

Oct 1 All Savers Certificates, with tax-exempt yields tied to market rates, become available.

— Federal employees receive 4.8% general pay boost, in addition to annual step increases. Military pay rises 14.3%.

Oct 5 Sears Roebuck announces agreement to buy Coldwell Banker. (Sears announces plan to buy Dean Witter Reynolds on Oct 8.)

Oct 6 Egyptian president Sadat assassinated.

Oct 8 Two Chicago-area S&Ls merged by FSLIC.

Oct 14 James Tobin wins Nobel prize in economics.

Oct 16 President Reagan says a “light” recession is underway.

Oct 19 DIDC postpones one-half percentage point increase in passbook savings ceiling previously scheduled for Nov 1.

Oct 28 Treasury announces fiscal 1981 budget deficit was $57.9 billion. (See Jul 15.)

Oct 29 OPEC agrees on unified oil base price of $34 per barrel.

Nov 1 Ceiling on six-month money market certificates tied to higher of most recent bill auction or four-week average.

Nov 2 Federal Reserve discount rate reduced to 13%.

Nov 5 Mergers of two large New York mutual savings banks arranged by FDIC.

Nov 12 USDA forecasts a record crop harvest, with corn up 22% from the drought-reduced outlook in 1980.

Nov 13 FHLBB reports that commitment rates on conventional mortgages reached a record 18.2% in Oct.

Nov 16 Flood of corporate issues hits bond market as rates ease.

Nov 18 Housing starts in Oct reported at 15-year low.

Dec 1 Ceiling-free IRA and Keogh accounts become available. (Eligibility for these accounts is broadened Jan 1, 1982.)

— Prime rate reduced to 15.75%.

Dec 3 U.S. banks authorized to establish International Banking Facilities.

Dec 4 Federal Reserve reduces discount rate to 12%.

— Jobless rate of 8.4% in Nov was highest since 1975. (It rises further in Dec.)

Dec 7 Press reports indicate that administration projects $109 billion deficit in fiscal 1982, without tax or spending changes.

Dec 9 Chicago Mercantile Exchange begins trade in Euro-dollar futures.

— Saudi Arabia says $34 unified OPEC oil price will continue through 1982.

Dec 10 Business Council expects recession to end early in 1982, with interest rates lower and inflation reduced.

Dec 13 Polish government institutes martial law to quell political unrest.

Dec 14 Treasury bill yields increase sharply, reversing downturn.

— Mortgage bankers report mortgage delinquencies at record rate.

Dec 19 General Motors, following Ford, announces benefit cuts for salaried workers.
Dec 21 UAW bargaining councils agree to discuss concessions on contracts with Ford and GM.

Dec 23 President Reagan announces economic sanctions against Poland’s government to protest imposition of martial law.

Dec 24 Many durable goods producers will extend holiday shutdowns into Jan.

Dec 29 President Reagan announces sanctions against Russia for its role in Polish crisis.

Dec 31 Purchasing managers report that orders, output, and employment continued to decline in Dec.

1982

Jan 1 Social Security wage base rises from $29,700 to $32,400. Tax rate rises from 6.65 to 6.7%.

Jan 8 Justice Dept. drops 13-year antitrust suit against IBM.

Jan 10 Severe cold and heavy snows hit the Midwest, disrupting activity. Chicago reports record low 26 degrees below zero. (Jan 17 pattern is similar.)

Jan 13 Commerce Dept. estimates real plant and equipment spending by business will fall 0.5% in 1982. (See Dec 10.)

Jan 20 UAW halts contract concession talks with Ford and GM.

Jan 26 State of the Union address calls for no tax increases, higher defense spending, and transferring 40 social programs to the states.

Feb 1 Auto companies offer rebates to spur lagging sales.

Feb 6 President Reagan’s fiscal 1983 budget projects decline in deficit to $92 billion from $99 billion, 5% rise in total outlays to $758 billion, led by increased defense spending. (See Oct 26.)

Feb 9 20-year Treasury bonds (constant maturity) yield 15.06%, high for the year. (See Nov 19.)

Feb 10 Council of Economic Advisers projects 5% growth rate in the second half of 1982.

— Federal Reserve Chairman Volcker announces monetary growth targets for 1982: M1, 2.5-5.5%; M2, 6-9%; and M3, 6.5-9.5%. (See Jul 20.)

Feb 18 Mexico floats peso; it drops by 28% in dollar terms.

Feb 22 Spot market price of Saudi light crude oil reported below $30 per barrel, depressed by oil glut. Official price is $34.

Feb 23 Most major banks reduce prime rates from 1982 high of 17 to 16.5%.

Feb 25 Congressional Budget Office projects deficit at $111 billion in fiscal 1982 and $121 billion in fiscal 1983. (See Sep 1.)

Feb 28 Ford workers approve new labor contract containing some concessions. (GM workers approve similar pact Apr 9.)

Mar 1 Teamsters approve 37-month national labor contract with some concessions on wages and work rules.

Mar 2 FHA and VA mortgage rates lowered to 15.5% from 1982 high of 16.5%. (See Nov 12.)

Mar 31 United States Gold Commission rejects gold as basis for domestic or international monetary systems.

Apr 1 Japan renews its ceiling of 1.68 million auto exports to U.S.

Apr 2 Argentine forces seize Falkland Islands. (See Jun 14.)

Apr 3 UK imposes economic sanctions on Argentina in wake of seizure of the Falkland Islands. Limited sanctions by other Western countries follow.

Apr 8 SEC finds “nonperforming” loans up sharply at large banks.

May 1 Banks and thrifts begin to offer 91-day CDs with ceiling rates tied to Treasury bills, and 3½-year CDs with no ceiling.

May 2 Exxon halts huge shale oil development in Colorado.

May 31 Hughes Tool Co. reports the number of active oil and gas drilling rigs in steepest decline ever from record high in Dec.
Jun 2 Sales of new one-family homes in Apr reported at lowest level ever in series starting in 1963.

Jun 5 Raw steel plant operating rate at 42.5% is lowest since 1938. (It falls below 30% at year-end.)

Jun 6 Israeli troops invade Southern Lebanon to attack PLO guerrillas.

Jun 11 Commerce Dept. determines that imported foreign steel receives government subsidies.

Jun 14 French franc devalued by 6% and Italian lira by 3%.

Jun 14 Argentine forces in Falkland Islands surrender to British. (See Apr 2.)

Jun 21 Initial estimate of second quarter GNP shows small rise. Improvement in other statistics raises hopes that recession may be ending. (See Dec 21.)

Jun 25 George P. Shultz succeeds Alexander Haig as Secretary of State.

Jun 28 Supreme Court upholds due-on-sale clauses in mortgages.

— Federal Reserve Board votes in principle to require contemporaneous reserve accounting for banks and thrifts. (On Oct 5 the Board votes to implement change starting Feb 1984.)

Jun 29 DIDC authorizes $20,000 minimum CD with 7-31 day maturity and ceiling rates tied to 91-day T-bills, starting Sep 1.

Jul 1 Ten percent personal income tax cut becomes effective. Social security checks rise by 7.4%.

Jul 5 Penn Square Bank of Oklahoma City, large-scale originator of energy loans, closes after examiners find it to be insolvent.

Jul 7 General Electric union settlement provides estimated 28% pay increase over 3 years, assuming 7% inflation.

Jul 20 Federal Reserve cuts discount rate from 12 to 11.5%, first of seven cuts in 1982. (See Dec 14.)

— Federal Reserve retains the 2.5-5.5% growth target for M1 in 1982, but faster growth will be tolerated “for a time.” (See Feb 10.)

Jul 27 Federal court temporarily enjoins proposed change in method of calculating “prevailing wages” paid on federal construction under Davis-Bacon Act. (Change later goes into effect.)

Jul 30 United Steelworkers conference rejects industry-requested changes in existing labor contract.

Aug 2 Federal Reserve reduces discount rate to 11%. Major banks cut prime rates to 15%.

Aug 4 Federal Reserve requests comments on planned priced services changes, including “noon presentment,” originally scheduled for Aug implementation. (Revised plan announced Dec 27.)

Aug 5 Mexico controls foreign currency accounts.

Aug 11 Dow Jones industrial stock index closes at 777, low for the year. (See Dec 27.)

— Agriculture Dept. forecasts corn, soybean crops.

Aug 12 Lombard-Wall, government securities dealer, files for bankruptcy.

Aug 16 Federal Reserve reduces discount rate to 10.5%. Treasury bill rates drop sharply to lowest level in 2 years. Major banks reduce prime rates to 14.5%.

Aug 19 Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act (TEFRA) raises taxes by cutting loopholes, eliminates about one-third of 1981 corporate tax cuts.

Aug 20 New York Stock Exchange ends week with record volume and record rise in stock prices.

Aug 22 Private bankers agree to 90-day rollover of Mexican debt.

Aug 24 Federal court approves AT&T plan dividing system into regional companies.

Aug 27 Federal Reserve cuts discount rate to 10%.

Sep 1 Mexico nationalizes banks, broadens exchange controls.

— Congressional Budget Office expects deficit in fiscal 1982 of $112 billion, rising to $155 billion in 1983. (See Feb 25.)

— Aluminum companies report primary output in Jul fell below lowest rate of 1975 recession.

Sep 13 ICC approves merger of Union Pacific, Missouri Pacific, and Western Pacific. (Final legal barrier lifted Dec 22.)

Sep 17 Commodity Credit Corporation authorizes up to $1 billion in loan guarantees for sales of agricultural commodities to Mexico.

Sep 19 Railway engineers begin 4-day national strike to keep pay differential over other railway workers.

Sep 28 Federal Reserve Board approves acquisition of Fidelity S&L in Oakland, Calif., by Citicorp.

Oct 1 Federal employees receive 4% general pay boost, in addition to annual step increases. Military pay also rises 4%.
— House rejects balanced budget amendment urged by President Reagan and passed by the Senate.
— UAW begins strike at Caterpillar Tractor, after rejecting concessions.
— New one-year extension of U.S.-USSR grain pact begins.

Oct 8 Sept unemployment rate is estimated at 10.1%, highest since 1941. (Rate reaches 10.4% in Dec.)
— Export Trading Company (ETC) legislation signed into law.

Oct 9 Chairman Volcker says Fed will temporarily place less emphasis on M1 in monetary policy, because of distortions.

Oct 10 Sweden devalues krona by 16%.

Oct 12 Federal Reserve reduces discount rate to 9.5%.

Oct 13 Major banks cut prime rate from 13 to 12%.

Oct 15 Social Security will borrow in Nov for first time.

— Far-reaching Garn-St Germain Depository Institutions Act widens lending powers of S&Ls, etc.

Oct 26 Treasury reports budget deficit for fiscal 1982 reached $111 billion, exceeding 1976 record of $66 billion. (See Feb 6.)

Nov 1 "Voluntary" restrictions on steel exports from the European Community to the U.S. go into effect.


Nov 12 Yuri Andropov becomes Soviet leader, succeeding Leonid Brezhnev who died Nov 10.
— FHA-VA ceiling mortgage rate cut to 12%, lowest in over 2 years. (See Mar 2.)

Nov 15 DIDC authorizes banks and thrifts to offer Money Market Deposit Account with no interest ceiling, minimum balance of $2,500, and limited checking, beginning Dec 14.

Nov 18 Ford plans to shut California auto assembly operations due to import competition, virtually ending West Coast auto output.

Nov 19 20-year Treasury bonds (constant maturity) yield 10.42%, low for the year. (See Feb 9.)

Nov 22 Federal Reserve cuts discount rate to 9%. Prime rate falls to 11.5%, the prevailing rate at year-end.

Nov 29 GATT meetings end without resolving U.S. protests on Common Market's subsidization of agricultural exports.

Dec 5 FHA reports record number of mortgage loan applications in Nov. (Uptrend continues through year-end.)

Dec 6 DIDC authorizes Super NOW accounts, removes 7-31 day CD rate ceiling, and reduces minimum for short-term CDs to $2,500, effective Jan 5, 1983.

Dec 10 Commerce Dept. estimate shows 4.8% decline in real plant and equipment spending in 1982. (See Jan 13.)

Dec 14 Federal Reserve cuts discount rate to 8.5%, lowest since Oct 1978.

Dec 15 Industrial production estimated to have dropped again in Nov to 12% below Jul 1981 peak.

Dec 16 Housing starts estimated at 1.4 million annual rate in Nov, highest since Jan 1981.

Dec 20 Mexico devalues peso again.

Dec 21 OPEC officials meeting in Vienna fail to agree on oil production quotas for member nations.
— Commerce Dept. estimates real GNP decline in fourth quarter. (See Jun 21.)

Dec 23 Congress passes 5 cent per gallon gas tax hike to fund construction and repairs of highways, bridges, and transit systems.

Dec 27 Bethlehem plans to end most steelmaking at Lackawanna, New York, plant.
— Dow Jones industrial stock index closes at 1071, all-time high. (See Aug 11.)

Dec 29 Administration predicts 3% rise in real GNP to fourth quarter of 1983, following 1.2% decline in past four quarters.